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This note considers an estimate of the variance of the prediction error for a normal stationary 
time series based on the periodogram. It is shown that as T+ CO, the estimate converges almost 
surely to G*, the variance of the prediction error for the best linear prc:dictor. Fy applying a 
result of Hannan [2] it thus follows that if in fitting an autoregression to the data x(l), . . . , x(T) 
the order k is greatly overstated, then the resultant estimt’ - 3: of V’ wili be biased downward. 
Consider a discrete, normal stationary, time series, x(r), with mean zero and 
continuous spectral density f(u). Calling the autocovariances ok, we have 
Yk = 
A key parameter of the process generating the x(t) is the variance, c2, of the 
prediction erl-or for the best linear predictor. Here, best is meant in the least squares 
sense. It is known [2, p. 1371 that 
Assume x(t) is observed for t = 1,2, . . . s T. Put 
w(o) = T-“’ F, x(t) e”“, 
t= 1 
and, oi =%jJT,O<j 
greater than S-T - 1), ie., 
is the largest i
ones [1] intro 
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estimate, ci’, of c*, where 
ciT =exp A4-’ [ F log(/w(tq)1* e’)). j=l 
ere, y is Eruler’k constant (with y = 0.5772). They proved that under the condition 
f(O) = cr2/2n, Tr’*(&* - o*) is asymptotically normal with mean zero and variance 
2g4$‘( l), where Q%(X) = dI’(x)/dx is the digamma function. Under reasonably mild 
conditions on f(o), Hannan and Nicholls [3] obtained the same result and strong 
consistency of 6* to a*. They also conjectured that under the same conditions, 
lim exp (& I_” log lw(0)1* dw] == u2 e-“, a.s. 
T+oo n 
(1) 
As we shall point out this is of some importance. First we will show that their 
conjecture is true. IHannan and Nicholls’ lemma can be generalized as follows. 
Lemma 1. If x (t) is wide sense stationary with absolutely continuous spectrum having 
density f (w ) E A,, 0 < cy d 1 [S, p. 421, i.e., for some A > 0, sup, If (w + 6) - f (o>l S 
where w ; = 24n T with n as an integer, and Ski is Kronec ker’s delta. The error term 
is of the indicated order uniformly in jn + r, kn + r, 0 =S j s M, C! 6 r s n. 
The proof of Lemma 1 is similar to that of [3], or is obtained from [3, eq. (3.2)]. 
Put 
&-=expd [& I_” log (iwWl* eY) do)], 
n 
n order to confirm (I) the following theorem will be established. 
Let x(t) be generated by a stationary, normal series with absolutely 
ipectrum having spectral density f(o) satisfying f(w) > 0, w E C--n, n], 
> f. en &c converges almost surely to o=*. 
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formula is uniform in r, n. Thus we have 
nM+n-- 1 
C ~og[l~(~~)l* 
l=n 
where we used inequalities E n;’ Cri c {E(~,,~~*)*E(~~~~~~)*}“* s {fl;’ A!%~}“~. By (2), 
Markov’s inequality and the Borel-Cantelli lemma (see [4]) thus 
?llW+n-I nM+n--1 
(nM)-’ C !log(lw(w;)l’ eY) - (nM)-’ C log 2nf(0;) 3 0 as. 
l=n i-n 
and then v = (IN)-’ CI”+n-l log(lw(wi)l* eY) converges almost surely to 
(2=)-l I-“, tog hf (w> dw, since {(27~;i-’ j:, log 27$(m) dw -(n&Z)-’ x:“+‘l-’ 
log =Inf(w;)} = o( T-l’*) (by f(o) E A,, Q! > $i_ Consequently eL’ is strongly consistent 
for g*. Thus we need only to prove that (v -log &) converges to zero almost 
surely as T tends to infinity. 
On that account, we first consider 
log(lw(o)l* eY) dLr) 
log(lw(o)/2 e’) dw = Jl +Jz 
where 0 < Ed <e-“, Jt and J2 represent he t.80 items of the last formula respectively. 
Using Fubini’s theorem (see [4]), the complex normal distribution of W(W) (see 
[2, p. 2241) and Lemma 1, we have 
2nElJ21 = - E{&,,,I (lw(~)l*) log(lw(w)l’ e’)) dw 
for any A > 0, where J(o,~~I(. J is indicator function, and f*(w) = f(o) + o( ‘I’-“) (or 
r&ii n--l 
v = (tzM)-’ C log((u4wi)(2 e’) 
l=n 
+O(T-’ log T), by Lemma 1). Similarly we also have 
nM+n-1 nM+n --I 
og( Iw(o;)l* e’) + (n 
i=n i = ,* 
11: ((l);)j~E7 ;wtwj,i ‘I 
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and 
El& 1 = O(& :-* ). (4) 
Let I?(W) be a step function which takes the value w (w ; ) on the interval (W I, w ;+1 ], 
and 6(--w) = G(U), thus 
1 3T 
(v--log&)=~ 
I 
{log(lw(w)12 e’)-log(lX412 e”>I dw 
-?r 
and d; = J2+J;, so 
jq.i; 1 s EIJ21 -(I- El& I= O(E p 1. (5) 
Let [e’ku] ace step functions each of which takes the value eikw; on the interval 
(4, &+J, and j& = T- ’ CL-: x(t)x(t + k) = +_+. Thus leikw -[eikw]l = O(n-‘) uni- 
forrt8b.r in k, wp -_ :r s k s T, and d 
T-h T-k 
k5.f: = P c c E{x(t)x(r +k)x(s)x(s+k)} 
I=1 s=l 
T - 1.: T - & 
= T-2 ,zl sx, t-d + y:- + Yr-s-kP’,- s+k) 
= 
= O( 11, uniformly in k, - T c k < T. 
Again using the equalit*y (log (a - log b) = c-l (a - b)(b Z= a > 0) for some c, a s c c b, 
arid the Sehwarz ineymlity, we have 
[logJw:o)12 +gl~b)121J~E@00) <Iwb>l”> dWJ2 
s EF2 I TI E{~w(u)~~-~G(w)~~}~(~T~) dw ’ -n 
dw 
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~a is of interest to relate &t to the autoregressrve estimates G’(k) where 
43 
iF2(k) = inf _!__ IT Iw(w)/2 Ijo p(j) eiij2 dm, 
Btl).**P(k) 27T -= 
p(0) = 1. 
Though in practice k would be chosen quite sm;ali, we can consider the minimizatiorl 
of G*(k) allowing k to be arbitrarily large. Then it is known (see [2, Chapter 31) that 
iyf G’(k) = exp { $ I_* loglFv(w))2 do)*, 
IT 
Therefore, according to the result of this paper, it follows that 
lim inf S2(k) = U* e-‘, a.s (7) 
T+oo k 
If in fitting an autoregression the order is gre:atly overstated, then the estimate 
G2(k) of the prediction variance will be biased downward. The argument leading 
to (7) shows how great the bias could conceivaMy be. However simulations would 
be needed to see whether in practice the bias could be as big as the right-hand 
side of (7) indicates. On the other hand, in the fit of autoregressive models to the 
data which is generated by the series x(t) in Theorem 2, it is worthwhile to consider 
how the order kY, increases with T to ensure consistency of G2(kT) to u2. 
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